
How to Choose the Best POS for your Cafe10 Ways to Increase Tips in Your Restaurant

Jeremy, Julian, and Gary Stotko, otherwise called “The Restaurant Guys,” exceedingly suggest utilizing these frameworks 
additionally, offer a couple of highly useful insights: Do not utilize table-best ordering systems to completely replace servers. A 
decent server can foresee a customer’s needs where a tablet cannot. Or maybe, they ought to be utilized as a part of 
conjunction with servers, giving the customer more flexibility, enabling them to request and pay when they decide to, 
additionally to talk with human beings in the event that they would prefer.

1. Determine Your Role in the Organization and Hire Appropriatley
Workaholic behavior can without much of a stretch, transform that fantasy of owning a restaurant into a bad dream. You cannot open 
the eatery, cook the sustenance, welcome, server, bartend, clean, run the books, and close the eatery all alone. Ensure you have a 
gourmet expert, director, barkeep, and hold up staff you can trust. Delegate the assignments that you do not have to, or do not have 
any desire to do as such, you can focus on making your restaurant gainful and have some work/life.

 

2. Have a Good Front-of-House
First impressions are imperative. Have an amiable host that can acquaint themselves with customers and welcome them to your 
eatery. Seat them and utilize inviting and welcoming gestures. Keep in mind to open and close the entryway for them and express 
gratitude toward them when going out. Your customer merit only the best treatment and a little benevolence can go far regarding 
positive reviews.

 

3. Offer a Take-Out Menu
This is an extraordinary approach to ensure your kitchen stays occupied without taking up extra table space amid busier hours. With 
more hectic schedules and shorter coffee breaks, many individuals do not have enough time to go out and feast. Open-up your eatery 
to them by offering take out so they can make the most of your dishes at their own comfort. Create more income by getting to this 
already undiscovered market.

4. Offer Online Ordering
Dinners have a considerable measure of different alternatives of where they can go out to eat. Along these lines, to expand your 
eatery’s business, you will have to make it less demanding for your customers to pick you over a contender. On the off chance that 
you offer online ordering, you clear up your telephones and the lines out your door. Guest will not be compelled to stick around just to 
be served. This enables your kitchen and staff to finish more requests in less time. This part additionally makes you more discoverable 
on the web, and people will have the capacity to order from their PCs or cell phones. Your guest need a convenient dining experience, 
not complicating things. Make it simple for them and increase your sales in the meantime by offering online ordering in your restaurant.

5. Utilize Social Media
Restaurants have the unimaginable chance to advance their business and pass on their image outside their walls for free. On the off 
chance that your restaurant is not using social media, I make the accompanying inquiry: why? Web-based social media is free, 
removes little time from your day, and gives you a chance to work with customers on an individual level. By remarking on your fans’ 
post, sharing photographs of your food and staff, and putting out selective offers for your followers, you make a group of your 
business that extends a long way past your physical area. Social media build consciousness of your business in a world oversaturated 
by restaurant choices, and in this manner, can enable you to expand your restaurant sales.

6. Adopt a Loyalty Program
To build restaurant sales, it is less demanding to concentrate internal before centering outward. We should place that in the best 
setting: concentrating on your current customers is an incredible point to start increasing your sales, and a loyalty program can enable 
you to do only that. As indicated by LevelUp, members from a restaurant loyalty program burn through 19% more on the average 
while recovering their reward, and their recurrence of going to your restaurant increases 75% between their first and tenth reward 
recovery. A characteristic symptom of a dedication program is expanded guests, as those searching for some place to eat may bring 
along coworkers, companions, or family to your restaurant.

7. Claim Your Page on Google My Business
If you haven’t effectively done that, enlist your restaurant on Google My Business now. Having nearness on Google My Business adds 
a great validity to your online presence. On the off chance that somebody is looking for you on Google, your hours, site, area, and 
photographs will all be at the highest point of search results—ideal in one place for searchers to see. This puts any hesitations to rest 
and enables diners to discover your restaurant and request form you or place a reservation quickly. The best part—signing up for 
Google My Business takes just 10 minutes. Take in more about the significance of Google My Business and how to set it up for your 
restaurant.

8. Use the Proper Restaurant Technology
Clunky PCs and cash registers can obstruct your lines, manually written requests can prompt mix-ups or mistaken from your kitchen 
group, and dated innovation is dated for a reason. Without a solid POS system and the relating features, your restaurant’s proficiency 
is at danger of slowing down, in this manner constraining the measure of offers you can prepare in a given time. Dated innovation can 
likewise bring about a baffling experience for both your staff and your customers—making both leave. Rather, acquire a cutting-edge 
POS with a detailing feature so you can streamline your operations and get to every one of the information you have to know how to 
build your restaurant’s sales.

9. Construct Your Menu Carefully
Certain food and menu items costs in your restaurant might be keeping your business lower than they could be. The menu items you 
believe is the most productive is entirely costly in your customers’ eyes, or perhaps it is a great opportunity to suspend the dish that 
nobody is by all accounts requesting. Think your pricing model may need an update? The best way to make certain is to begin menu 
building and deliberately picking price points and menu offerings that will expand restaurant sales.

10. Turn Your Customers into Promoters

This one ought to be self-evident—yet you cannot hope to see an expansion in sales without stellar diners, presentation and service! 
Verbal exchange is gigantically powerful; while a fulfilled customer will impart their acclaim to three individuals, a disappointed 
customer will impart their grievance to 10. By that rationale, you could lose a client everlastingly before they even come in your door. 
Try to avoid such. Consistently give an extraordinary service to all guests, that will increase restaurant sales.


